Eleri Mills lays just claim to the ancestral in her work. Few working with their land in
contemporary Wales exhibit what might be termed this aboriginal instinct for a welsh
“dreaming” – one that layers, remote sensed myth, geological formation, mapping and
contouring, history and husbandry, weathering, light and atmosphere.
All this possibly underlays her exquisite poise and patience with the media of her works,
particularly where this involves a worked-in thread. Stitch, combined with drawing and
translucent watercolour where hatching and cross-hatching evolve appropriately, intervenes to
evoke the particular reverence shown by the artist for line making in the scoop of an escarpment
or the work of farming the land, ploughed furrows or turned hay, the “bangor”, an old plaited
enclosure for stock. This hard repetitive human effort to yield sustenance finds equivalence in her
threaded lines following the contouring of a field.
The work radiates simultaneity between surfaces and depths, between surface pattern and
underlying structure . . . the recall is of both a view and a sort of personal mappa mundi . . . a
layout of the land that is both physical and spiritual.
It is a quality Eric Gill promoted of the limpid watercolours of David Jones when they first
exhibited together in the late 1920s . . . Gill detected a passion for a certain “showing through
of things . . .” what might have been thought of as a transubstantiated landscape. Eleri Mills’s
left: rhiw llyfryniog (llyfryniog hill) paint, ink, charcoal & pastel on paper 26x371/2ins.

passions echo and abound with what had so stimulated Jones and the affinity he felt for . . .’ the
impact of the strong hill rhythms and the bright counter-rhythms of the afonydd dyfroedd (rivers
and waterway streams) which make so much of Wales a “plurabelle”’. There is antecedent too
in the naturalism but patterning of an eighteenth century hand closer to Eleri Mills’s own square
mile – Moses Griffiths, topographical artist, jobbing for Thomas Pennant, but still evidently
discerning and sharply loving the shifting shapes of what he was looking at.
Her work is poised to set up further resonances. As our Creative Wales Ambassador award
holder she will be developing her relationship with Ruthin Craft Gallery in North Wales and be
part of its presence by invitation at SOFA New York and will combine this with a studio
residency period at New York City’s Columbia University. She is following in ancestral footsteps.
It was Quakers from mid North Wales who emigrated to tracts of Pennsylvania in the 17th
century and their descendents would find points of contact with her latest work for this
Thackeray Gallery exhibition – a pictorial patchwork which is always, to misappropriate the
seventeenth century poet John Donne’s words, a “new found Land”.
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y winllan II (ancestral landscape II)
paint, ink, charcoal & pastel on paper
14x201/2ins.

llygad y ffynnon I (the source I)
paint, hand stitching & appliqué on cloth
201/2x331/2ins.

afon y galon I (river of the heart I)
paint, ink & varnish on paper
11x141/2ins.

afon y galon II (river of the heart II)
paint, ink & varnish on paper
11x15ins.

above:
sycharth II (sycharth II)
paint, ink, charcoal & pastel on paper
14x201/2ins.

right panel (top):
gwartheg I (cattle I)
paint, charcoal & pastel on paper
11x291/2ins.

right panel (bottom):
gwartheg II (cattle II)
paint, charcoal & pastel on paper
10x29ins.

‘y ddeilen hon . . .’ I (‘this leaf . . .’ I)
paint, ink & varnish on paper
11x15ins.

rhwng y coed (between the trees)
paint, hand stitching & appliqué on cloth
19x32ins.

